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1 Introduction

1.1 Research area

Education is one of the milestones that guarantee the well-being of

nations in the long run. Education is a multidimensional system

consisting of subsystems (pre-primary, primary and secondary

education, vocational training, tertiary education, lifelong learning

and etc.) and the status of education is determined by many

different factors. The complexity of the system creates space for

different types of tasks, especially when it comes to assessing and

comparing the entire education systems between countries. The

comparison of those countries’ education systems is a difficult

multi-criteria optimization task.

Effectiveness of education systems can be defined as the degree to

which an education system achieve desired goals and effects [17].

In the context of education systems in European countries, goals

and effects could be represented in terms of education systems

achievement according the strategic framework “Education and

Training 2020” (ET2020), an education system that contributes

to greater levels of these achievement is considered more effective

than another education system.

Whilst it is possible to evaluate effectiveness using individual sub-

indicators, it is not a trivial task to conduct multi-dimensional

evaluations. The construction of Composite Indicators (CIs) might

be considered when taking into account several sub-indicators
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1. Introduction

simultaneously. A CI incorporates several indicators into a single

summary measure that can give a notion about the status of

a system. The usual way to aggregate sub-indicators is Simple

Additive Weighting (SAW) with equal weights. However, due

to the different environment and conditions, European countries

are diverse with respect to education systems. Therefore more

sophisticated methods should be implemented for the assessment

of performance of education systems. Taking into account that

there is no single way to improve the education systems in all

European countries; it is important to estimate the performance

of each country and to provide guidelines that particular country

should follow to improve her performance of education system.

As pointed out Silva et al. (2017) [49] measuring performance in

absolute terms is often less valuable than making comparisons

with other countries, and provide examples of good education

practices that under-performing countries should follow to improve

the performance of their education systems.

The main object of this study is Data Envelopment Analysis

(DEA) and its implementation for the effectiveness estimation of

education systems in 29 European countries

1.2 Relevance of the Research

The European Commission monitors the performance of education

systems in Member States according to the strategic framework

ET2020. However, the importance of the performance of education
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1. Introduction

systems at country level is still underestimated – only a small

number of frontier-based efficiency studies of the education sector

have focused on country level or cross-country analyses (Decision

Making Unit (DMU) is a country), meanwhile the evaluation of

schools (DMU is a school or university) is a widely researched

topic [59].

There are several papers ([3–6, 23, 34, 36, 51, 53, 55]) that focus

on cross-country comparisons (DMU is a country). This topic is

especially urgent because the enlargement of the EU in 2004–2013;

the new EU countries do not make one type of education system

and moved in different directions [14, 63].

However, a small number of studies consider the system of a

country as a unit of assessment where sub-indicators represent all

levels of its education system. Most of the studies on education

efficiency using country level data focused exclusively on a single

educational stage. However, the comparison among educational

systems based on primary, secondary or tertiary education alone

does not represent the overall education system. Only analyses

involving all educational levels together can accurately represent

the education system of a country. To the best of our knowledge,

only the paper of Bogetoft et al. (2015) [15] used data covering

all educational stages (primary, secondary and tertiary). This

implies that the analysis of the education system as a whole at

country level can be considered as state-of-the art in education

research.

In recent years, the DEA method has been increasingly used to
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1. Introduction

aggregate sub-indicators [18, 22, 37, 42, 43, 61, 62], but the SAW

method is also applicable due to its ease of use and transparency.

The DEA allows flexible weights, as the SAW - fixed weights only.

No one has proposed the method which allows transition from

fixed to flexible weights while calculating a CI.

The original DEA model allows total flexibility of the weights,

i.e. each DMU maximizes its efficiency score, given the inputs

consumed and the outputs attained. The flexibility of the weights’

selection allows some sub-indicators to be assigned a zero weight.

Due to full flexibility, many DMUs will be able to achieve the

maximum DEA efficiency score [41]. DEA loses discrimination

power when the number of sub-indicators increase compared with

the number of the DMUs, this is undesirable when countries

ranking is carried out.

The ratio between number of sub-indicators and DMUs are de-

scribed in academic literature [12, 16, 29, 30, 50]. However, even

if the ratio is satisfied, it does not guarantee desirable discrimin-

atory power. In the scientific literature the ratios between the

sub-indicators to be measured and the number of DMUs analysed

are not described when calculating the CI and performing DMU

rankings. For this type of task, where only output sub-indicators

are available and input indicators are dummy, the maximum dis-

crimination power of the model is required in order to perform

country ranking.

In the DEA the restriction of weights is the most often used to im-

prove discrimination power [28, 30, 48, 54, 56, 57, 60, 62]. To the
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1. Introduction

extent of our knowledge, weight flexibility has not been proposed

so far, allowing a gradual transition from fixed to flexible weight-

ing in the DEA model and ensuring a sufficient discriminatory

power of DEA model as well as inclusion of all sub-indicators.

When the number of available sub-indicators, compared to the

number of DMUs being evaluated, will increase dramatically, an

attractive alternative to address the discrimination problem of

DEA model will be to reduce the data dimension before applying

DEA. The papers [1, 2, 58] showed that PCA can help improving

discrimination power in DEA, which often fails when there are too

many sub-indicators in relation to the number of DMUs, and give

more reliable efficiency measurement in small samples. However

the idea to combine PCA and DEA is rarely applied. The use

of PCA-DEA approach for performance assessment can be found

in different fields: aviation [1], manufacturing [11, 46], logistics

[9, 20, 38], ecology [40, 44], agriculture [27], finance [39] and

health [10]. To our knowledge, there are two papers [2, 26] where

the hybrid PCA-DEA approach was applied for education data

(assessed performance of university departments and schools).

1.3 Objective and tasks of the research

The objective of this study is to propose a methodology for

evaluating the effectiveness of education systems based on the

DEA analysis.

The following tasks were identified:
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1. Introduction

1. To investigate the literature associated with the education

efficiency research with a special focus on the studies with

country level analyses.

2. To aggregate selected sub-indicators of the education system

applying the CI methodology.

3. To apply the DEA model for the evaluation of the perform-

ance of education at system level.

4. To propose new type weights restrictions in the DEA model

for the implementation the transition from fixed to flexible

weighting systems.

5. To assess the suitability of data dimension reduction method

for the assurance sufficient discrimination power for the DEA

model.

6. To propose the methodology for performance evaluation of

education systems according to the research of this study.

1.4 Scientific novelty

CIs have been accepted as a useful tool for conducting performance

assessment and rankings calculations in various fields, but only a

few CIs were constructed in the area of education. The Lithuanian

education system was not evaluated in this context. This study

proposes a new CI to summarise the performance of European

countries’ education systems considering all educational stages
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(pre-primary, primary, secondary, tertiary education and life long

learning) and compare the performance at country level in the

light of the Europe 2020 strategy.

In calculating the CIs of European education systems, we have

shown that the ratio between sub-indicators and the number of

countries assessed is not sufficient when calculating a CI for coun-

try ranking. The novelty of this study in the field of informatics

is the proposal of the gradual transition from fixed to flexible

weighting in the DEA model, which solves the problem of insuffi-

cient discrimination of the DEA model, insures the inclusion of

all sub-indicators in the CI and provides additional information

that may be used to improve system performance. Moreover, the

use of the hybrid PCA-DEA model as an alternative to weight

restrictions has been empirically investigated.

The practical novelty of this work is the calculation of a new CI for

assessing the effectiveness of European education systems and the

proposed methodology for analysing the effectiveness of education

systems. This work is important not only for the development

of educational research theory, but also for practical applicabil-

ity. Over the last decade, new strategies for the development of

European education systems have been implemented. The EU

has adopted targets that should be achieved in five areas by 2020,

including education. Based on the methodology proposed for the

assessment of the effectiveness of education systems in this work,

and taking into account the objectives of ET2020, one can assess

areas for improvement in European education systems. In addi-
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1. Introduction

tion, the proposed methodology can be a useful tool for setting

future targets not only in education but also in other areas.

1.5 Statements to be defended

1. Evaluation of education systems’ effectiveness and calcula-

tion of CI should be performed using the DEA instead of

the traditional SAW.

2. Weight restrictions must be introduce in the DEA when the

number of sub-indicators is disproportionate to the number

of countries evaluated.

3. The DEA model with ARI weight restrictions can be used

to construct the CIs implementing transition from fixed to

flexible weighting systems.

4. The DEA model with ARI weight restrictions and a new

flexibility parameter σ ∈ [0; 1] allows gradual transition

from fixed to flexible weighting systems.

5. The discrimination power of PCA-DEA approach, as an

alternative to weight restrictions, is higher than the DEA

model when assessing the effectiveness of European educa-

tion systems.
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2. Composite indicator for effectiveness evaluation of education systems

1.6 Outline of the thesis

The dissertation consists of seven Chapters, References and an

Appendix. The chapters of the dissertation are as follows: Intro-

duction; Composite indicator for effectiveness evaluation of edu-

cation systems; DEA model for effectiveness evaluation; Weights

restrictions in the DEA model; Analysis of data by means of

PCA-DEA; Methodology for effectiveness estimation of education

systems; The main resuls and conclusions.

2 Composite indicator for effectiveness eval-

uation of education systems

The evaluation of effectiveness of education systems has become

a priority in education policy agendas internationally. Whilst it

is possible to evaluate effectiveness using individual indicators

and assess their evolution over time, obtaining an overview of

the effectiveness of an education system and comparing it with

other systems is not a trivial task. As noted by Grupp and Mo-

gee (2004) [35], individual indicators describe various aspects of

multi-dimensional processes, but they do not measure processes

as a whole. To be able to evaluate the implication of policies and

develop a culture of improvement based on reliable information,

it is necessary to aggregate data on the performance of individual

processes to obtain a stylised and simplified view of complex sys-

tems. CIs provide the key contribution towards the achievement
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2. Composite indicator for effectiveness evaluation of education systems

of this objective.

A CI incorporates several indicators into a single summary meas-

ure that gives a notion about the status of a system. According to

Saltelli (2007) [47], CIs provide a big picture of multidimensional

processes, which can be extremely useful to guide public policy

discussions and attract public interest. In particular, CIs can

be used to monitor the impact of national policies on education

systems and contribute to continuous improvement.

In the education context, in 2006 the Canadian Council on Learn-

ing created the world’s first Composite Learning Index (CLI)

with the purpose of measuring progress in lifelong learning over

time. In 2010, this approach was adopted for the country-level

assessment of lifelong learning by the German Bertelsmann found-

ation. The composite indicator for the country-level assessment

of lifelong learning in the EU Member States was named the

European Lifelong Learning Indicators (EELI) index. In 2012,

the German Learning Atlas was created, the first indicator-based

regional monitoring instrument for lifelong learning in Europe

[52]. It allows the observation and comparison of the conditions

for lifelong learning in all 412 German administrative districts

and cities, as well as in the federal states.

According to the handbook of OECD [24], the construction of

CI implies several stages. These include the selection of sub-

indicators, an exploratory analysis of sub-indicators and treatment

of data, the application of a normalization process, the specifica-

tion of the weights for the sub-indicators and the selection of the
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2. Composite indicator for effectiveness evaluation of education systems

functional form of the aggregator function.

2.1 Sub-indicators used for the evaluation of coun-

tries’ education systems

The strategic framework for European cooperation in education

and training (ET2020) has set four common EU objectives to

address challenges in education and training by 2020. These are

as follows: (1) Making lifelong learning and mobility a reality; (2)

Improving the quality and efficiency of education and training;

(3) Promoting equity, social cohesion, and active citizenship; (4)

Enhancing creativity and innovation, including entrepreneurship,

at all levels of education and training. To achieve these objectives,

a set of targets have also been stated:

1. Reducing the rate of early leavers from education and train-

ing aged 18-24 below 10%.

2. At least 40% of people aged 30-34 should have received some

form of higher education.

3. At least 95% of children (from 4 to compulsory school age)

should participate in early childhood education.

4. The share of employed graduates (aged 20-34 with at least

upper secondary education attainment and having left edu-

cation 1-3 years ago) should be at least 82%.

5. At least 15% of adults should participate in learning.
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2. Composite indicator for effectiveness evaluation of education systems

6. Less than 15% of 15-year-olds should be under-skilled in

reading, mathematics and science.

7. At least 20% of higher education graduates and 6% of 18-34

year-olds with an initial vocational qualification should have

spent some time studying or training abroad.

These targets cover several different aspects of education and

training, namely: (1) Early leavers, (2) Tertiary education attain-

ment, (3) Early childhood education and care, (4) Employment

rate of recent graduates, (5) Adult participation in learning, (6)

Under-achievement in reading, maths and science, (7) Learning

mobility. Of the seven targets defined, only the target on learning

mobility is still awaiting the required compilation of cross-national

data [31]. For the first five dimensions of the ET2020 strategy,

data is available in the Eurostat database. For dimension 6, asso-

ciated with low achievement, we used the PISA (Programme for

International Student Assessment) dataset, available from OECD.

For the assessment of education systems, we have considered in-

dicators covering the first six dimensions of the ET2020 strategy,

and also added two more indicators. The first represents Top

achievement in reading, maths and science, to enable an enhanced

evaluation of students’ literacy skills. The second is Upper sec-

ondary or tertiary education attainment at the age of 25-64, in

order to evaluate the likelihood of having the minimum necessary

qualifications to actively participate in social and economic life in

the 21st century.
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2. Composite indicator for effectiveness evaluation of education systems

Table 1: Sub-indicators for the construction of CIs.

Sub-indic. Description and source

Y ∗
1 Early leav-

ers from
education
and training

The percentage of the population aged 18-24
with at most lower secondary education and
who were not in further education or training
during the last 4 weeks [Eurostat]

Y2 Tertiary
educational
attainment

The share of population aged 30-34 years
who have successfully completed tertiary-
level education [Eurostat]

Y3 Early child-
hood educa-
tion

The share of population aged 4 to the age
when the compulsory education starts who
are participating in early education [Euro-
stat]

Y4 Employment
rates of
recent
graduates

The share of employed graduates (20-34
years) having left education and training 1-3
years before the reference year [Eurostat]

Y5 Lifelong
learning

The participation rate of adults (25-64 years)
in education and training [Eurostat]

Y ∗
6 PISA Low

achievers
The percentage of PISA Low achievers (be-
low Level 2) in reading, maths and science
[OECD]

Y7 PISA Top
achievers

The percentage of PISA Top achievers (Level
5 or 6) in reading, maths and science [OECD]

Y8 Upper sec-
ondary edu-
cational at-
tainment

The percentage of people aged 25-64 who
have successfully completed at least upper
secondary education [Eurostat]

Sub-indicators Y 1∗1 and Y ∗
6 are measured in such a way that

lower values represent better performance.
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2. Composite indicator for effectiveness evaluation of education systems

The CI for education systems evaluation was estimated for 29

European countries, using data from Eurostat 1 and OECD 2

databases for year 2015. Table 1 provides a summary of the

sub-indicators used in this study.

2.2 Data treatment

The first step of the data treatment consisted of adjusting the

scale of the indicators so that higher values of all sub-indicators

correspond to better performance. The values of sub-indicators

(Y ∗
1 and Y ∗

6 ) were converted using the complement to 100 %.

Table 2 provides a descriptive statistics of analysed sub-indicators

for 29 European countries for year 2015 and ET2020 targets.

Another step required for the construction of many CIs is the

normalisation of data. In the comparison of the results of the

SAW model and the DEA model with equal pure weights, the

original sub-indicators were previously normalised as shown in

expression:

Y norm =
Y − Ȳ
SDY

+

∣∣∣∣min(Y − ȲSDY

)∣∣∣∣+ ε, ε = 0.001. (1)

This ensures that all values of the normalised dataset are strictly

positive.

1http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/education-and-
training/data/database

2http://www.oecd.org/pisa/data/2015database/
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2. Composite indicator for effectiveness evaluation of education systems

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of analysed sub-indicators for 29
European countries and ET2020 targets.

Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8

ET2020
targets

90.0 40.0 95.0 82.0 15.0 85.0 - -

Mean 90.2 41.4 92.2 76.3 12.6 78.5 8.3 80.2
SD 4.3 8.9 7.0 11.2 9.3 7.1 3.1 11.0
Median 90.8 43.4 95.0 79.5 9.7 80.2 8.8 82.7
Max 97.2 57.6 100.0 92.0 31.3 89.8 13.2 93.5
Min 80.0 25.3 73.8 45.2 1.3 59.5 2.0 45.1

2.3 Specification of aggregation functions and weight

restrictions

According to OECD handbook [24], the main problem in the

construction of CIs concerns the aggregation of the information.

This involves the specifications of weights and definition of the

functional form for the aggregation. In this paper, we will discuss

different modelling alternatives proposed in the literature by

dividing the specification of weights into two categories: fixed and

flexible weighting systems.

Fixed weighting system

Let n be the number of countries whose CIs are to be calculated

based on s sub-indicators. Let yrj denote the value of the output

sub-indicator r (r = 1, . . . , s) observed for country j (j = 1, . . . , n).

All sub-indicators are measured in a scale indicating that higher
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2. Composite indicator for effectiveness evaluation of education systems

values of the sub-indicator represent better performance (i. e.,

yrj are desirable outputs). The purpose of the construction of

a composite indicator CIj for unit j is to aggregate individual

sub-indicators yrj into a single summary measure of performance.

The SAW method involves normalising the data and then attach-

ing weights to the sub-indictors to produce a CI score, as shown

in expression:

CISj =

s∑
r=1

wryrj . (2)

In expression 2 wr ∈ R+ is the weight attached to each sub-

indicator yrj in the assessment of performance of unit j. In

applications of the SAW method, the weights assigned to the

indicators are often identical, which implies that all indicators have

the same impact on performance (Freudenberg, 2003). In such

cases, the values of the individual weights become wr =
1

s
and the

sum of all weights is equal to one (
∑s

r=1wr = 1). Consequently,

the CI represents a simple weighted arithmetic average of the

indicators. The CI score can also be used to rank the performance

of the units under assessment, with higher values corresponding

to better performance. The results (CIs and Ranks) of the SAW

model 2 with equal importance attributed to all indicators are

presented in Table 3 (collums CISabs and RSabs).

Flexible weighting system

16



2. Composite indicator for effectiveness evaluation of education systems

Flexible weighting systems can be implemented using DEA models,

under the BoD approach, a term coined by Cherchye et al. [21]. It

suggests the use of a dummy input equal to 1 and multiple outputs

that represent individual performance indicators to be combined

in the composite measure. As Cherchye et al. [21] pointed out, the

BoD model is formally tantamount to the original input-oriented

DEA CRS model [19]. In the absence of reliable and consensual

information about the weights to be used in the aggregation stage,

this method endogenously selects those weights that maximise

the CI score for the unit under assessment. Thus, each unit can

be assessed with its own weights, emphasising aspects with good

performance.

In this research we adopt the alternative formulation of BoD CIs

proposed by Zanella et al. [61], also with a single dummy input,

but with an output-oriented CRS formulation, as shown in 3. It is

more consistent with the goal of the effectiveness assessment (i.e.,

maximization of outcomes) and allows a direct estimation of the

targets on the frontier of the production possibility set. It also

enables an easier implementation of weight restrictions, bridging

the gap between the flexible weighting strategies (operationalised

using model 3) and fixed weighting strategies (operationalised

using expression 2).
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2. Composite indicator for effectiveness evaluation of education systems

1

CIDjO
= min ν, (3)

s∑
r=1

uryrjO = 1,

s∑
r=1

uryrj − ν 6 0,

ur > 0, ν > 0.

Model 3 uses linear programming to estimate a CI for each DMU

(country) in terms of the achievements in different dimensions,

corresponding to the outputs specified. The estimation of the CI

involves solving one model for each DMU jO under assessment,

thus enabling the estimation of weights that are DMU-specific.

The CI for DMU jO is given by 1
ν∗ , where the symbol ∗ signals

the optimal solution to the linear programming model 3. The

value of the CI for DMU jO ranges between 0 (worst) and 1 (best).

yrj is the rth output of the jth DMU. ur and ν are the pure

weights given to the rth output (r = 1, . . . , s) and dummy input,

respectively, in the estimation of the CI score for DMU jO. The

optimal virtual output weights are given by the product of the

outputs observed at the DMU under assessment by the respective

pure weights, uryrjO (r = 1, . . . , s).

For the identification of peers and targets, the dual formulation

(or “envelopment formulation”) of the DEA model 3 can be used,

18
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as shown:

max θ, (4)

θyrjO −
n∑
j=1

λjyrj 6 0,

n∑
j=1

λj 6 1,

λj > 0.

For each assessed DMU jO, the solution of the model 5 seeks to

identify a comparator, i. e., a composite DMU corresponding

to a linear combination of efficient DMUs (peers), whose out-

puts
∑n

j=1 λjyrj , r = 1, . . . , s dominate the output levels yrjO

(r = 1, . . . , s) of the DMU jO under assessment. This linear

combination of the efficient DMUs defines the frontier of the

production possibility set determined by the DEA model. The

decision variables of the LP model 5 are λj (j = 1, . . . , n). If

λj > 0, then the corresponding DMU j is peer to DMU jO under

assessment.

y∗rj0 =

n∑
j=1

λ∗jyrj , r = 1, . . . , s. (5)

The targets (y∗rjO, r = 1, . . . , s) corresponding to efficient op-
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3. Weight restrictions in the DEA model

eration for DMU jO are obtained as shown in 5, where λ∗j :

corresponds to the optimal solution obtained for variables λj

(j = 1, . . . , n) using the model 4.

The standard DEA technique in this study showed limited dis-

crimination power. The results (CIs and Ranks) of the DEA

model 3 are presented in Table 4 (collumns CID0 and RD0 ). More

than two-thirds of the countries obtained a CI score equal to 1.

The obtained results show that only 9 countries out of 29 are not

Pareto-optimal. In the case when Pareto optimal points belong

to the convex hul of the data set, the application of the standard

DEA technique, defines the unit efficiency of all Pareto optimal

DMUs [25]. In this study the discrimination of the DEA model

have been increased through the use of weigthts restrictions in

the DEA model and the dimension reduction of sub-indicators

before running the DEA model.

3 Weight restrictions in the DEA model

The original DEA model [19] allows total flexibility in the selection

of the weights to be attached to the inputs and outputs. The

flexibility in the choice of weights, which is the strength of a

DEA analysis, may also be a weakness, as it allows some sub-

indicators to be assigned a zero weight. Consequently, classical

DEA models often identify too many DMUs as efficient due to

the full flexibility allowed in the selection of weights [41]. In the

context of the construction of CIs, we expect high discrimination
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power to enable the construction of rankings, such that having

a large number of DMUs reaching an efficiency score equal to

one is undesirable. In addition, having weights ur equal to 0 is

undesirable, as it means that the corresponding sub-indicator yrj

is ignored in the estimation of the CI score.

An important procedure to enhance discrimination and avoid the

occurrence of zero weights is the use of weight restrictions. Weight

restrictions can be imposed using different formulations, which

can be classified as restrictions imposed to the pure weights and

restrictions imposed to virtual weights (or sub-indicator shares).

Restrictions imposed to pure weights are dependent on the units

of measurement of the original sub-indicators.

3.1 Restrictions to the pure weights

The most common restrictions imposed directly to pure weights

are Absolute Weight Restrictions [28] and Assurance Regions [57].

Absolute weight restrictions are usually introduced to prevent the

inputs or outputs from being over emphasised or ignored in the

assessment. However, they have several limitations. They may

render infeasible solutions or lead to the underestimation of the

relative efficiency scores [8, 45]. Another difficulty associated with

absolute weight restrictions is the interpretation of the meaning

of bounds.

Weight restrictions in the form of Assurance Regions differ from ab-

solute weight restrictions because instead of requiring the weights
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to be within certain limits, they require ratios between weights to

be within certain limits. In general, weights are meaningful only

on a relative basis [32], representing marginal rates of substitution

between the inputs or outputs. The most prevalent type of weight

restrictions used in DEA applications are assurance regions type

I (ARI). As pointed out by Allen et al. [8] and Sarrico and Dyson

[48], a disadvantage of this type of weight restrictions is that they

are sensitive to the units of measurement of inputs and outputs.

Furthermore, it is often difficult to specify meaningful marginal

rates of substitution between the variables.

3.2 Restrictions to the virtual weights

Virtual weight restrictions [60] are expressed in percentual terms,

and so are independent of the units of measurement of the indic-

ators. As pointed out by Thanassoulis et al. [54], the restrictions

to virtual weights tend to be computationally expensive and may

lead to infeasible solutions when the bounds are loosely specified.

As suggested by Wong and Beasley [60], an alternative to over-

come the infeasibility problems and the computational difficulties,

is to apply the above restrictions only to the virtual outputs of

the DMU jO under assessment. However, the restrictions imposed

only to the DMU under assessment also have drawbacks. Accord-

ing to Dyson et al. [30], if the restrictions are imposed only on the

virtual outputs of the DMU under assessment, they compromise

the symmetry of the model with respect to all DMUs, as each

DMU is assessed based on a different feasible region. Sarrico
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and Dyson [48] added that these restrictions imposed only on the

DMU under assessment might impose unreasonable restrictions

on the virtual weights of the other DMUs.

To overcome these limitations, Zanella et al. [62] proposed a

new type of weight restrictions, defined as ARI restrictions, but

that enable expressing the relative importance of the output

indicators in percentual terms instead of specifying marginal rates

of substitution. This requires the use of an “artificial” DMU

representing the average values of the outputs in the sample

analyzed. This type of formulation for the weight restrictions

recurring to the use of an “artificial” DMU was originally proposed

by Wong and Beasley [60] as a complement of DMU-specific virtual

weight restrictions. If instead of restricting the virtual outputs of

DMU jO, the restrictions are imposed to the average DMU (ȳr),

as shown in 6, all DMUs are assessed with identical restrictions.

Thus, these weight restrictions in fact work as ARIs since they

are no longer DMU-specific.

φr 6
urȳr∑s
r=1 urȳr

6 ψr. (6)

Another advantage of this type of restrictions is that the bounds

become independent of the units of measurement of the outputs.

The bounds φr or ψr of expression 6 can be interpreted as the

percentual importance of output yr in the assessment. Values of

φr and ψr equal to 1 mean that output yr is the only one that

should be considered in the assessment, whereas values equal to 0
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mean that the corresponding output should be ignored. Values

ranging between 0 and 1 corresponding to varying degrees of

importance are assigned to output yr.

3.3 The comparing of the fixed and flexible weight-

ing systems

In order to compare the fixed and flexible weighting systems, we

will start by comparing the results of the fixed weighting system,

with equal importance attributed to all indicators, implemented

with different modelling alternatives: the SAW model and the

DEA model. In the DEA framework, a structure representing

equal importance of all indicators can be designed as follows:

• Restrictions with equal pure weights, applicable to normal-

ised data:

ur = u1, r = 2, . . . , 8. (7)

• Restrictions with equal virtual weights (DMU-specific re-

strictions, applied to the country under assessment), applic-

able to original data:

uryjr0 =
1

8
, r = 1, . . . , 8. (8)

• ARI-type restrictions with equal virtual weights (identical

restrictions applied to all countries, involving the use of
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a virtual DMU equal to the sample mean), applicable to

original data:

urȳr∑8
r=1 urȳr

=
1

8
, r = 1, . . . , 8. (9)

Next, we will proceed with the analysis of formulations that pro-

gressively allow further levels of weight flexibility in the DEA

framework, and compare the results obtained with the fixed weight-

ing system. The weight flexibility will be implemented through the

adjustment of expression 9. This involves the use of a parameter

σ, whose value, expressed in percentage, indicates the proportion

of the total virtual weight
∑s

r=1 urȳr that is fixed:

urȳr∑s
r=1 urȳr

≥ σ

s
, r = 1, ..., s. (10)

If the parameter σ is equal to 0, the resulting DEA model is equi-

valent to a formulation without weight restrictions (representing

full flexibility of weights). If the parameter σ is equal to 1, the

DEA models corresponds to a formulation with equal weights for

all dimensions (representing a fixed weights scenario). Interme-

diate scenarios can be obtained using other values of σ ∈ [0; 1],

where lower values correspond to greater flexibility.
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3.4 Analysis and discussion of the results obtained

Table 3 shows the results of the CI using a fixed weighting system,

implemented using the SAW model with normalised data and

using the DEA model with the three alternative specifications of

weights (expressions 7, 8, 9). In this table ∆R1 = RDvir − RDabs
and ∆R2 = RDARI −RDabs.

From Table 3 we can conclude that the SAW model with equal

weights imposed on normalised data gives exactly the same ranking

as the DEA model with equal pure weights imposed on normalised

data (RSabs = RDabs). This confirms the possibility of using DEA

models for constructing CIs as an alternative to the traditional

SAW model. With appropriate normalisation and imposition of

weights as formulated in the equation 7, the results of the two

modelling alternatives become identical. One of the advantages of

DEA is that it can avoid prior normalisation of data to conduct

a relative performance assessment.

As shown in Table 3, the results obtained with alternative DEA

formulations using original data are also good approximations of

the DEA model with equal pure weights results. In particular,

the Spearman correlation coefficient between the ranks of the

DEA model with equal pure weights (RDabs) and the DEA model

with equal virtual weights (RDvir) is 0.873 (p-values < 0.01). Fur-

thermore, the Spearman correlation coefficient between the ranks

of the DEA model with equal pure weights (RDabs) and the DEA

model with ARI restrictions (RDARI) is 0.942 (p-values < 0.01).
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Table 3: Results for the SAW and DEA models.

Cnt. CISabs RSabs CI
D
abs RDabs CI

D
vir RDvir ∆R1 CIDARIR

D
ARI∆R2

AUT 2.638 12 0.866 12 0.825 12 0 0.818 13 1
BEL 2.506 17 0.823 17 0.676 16 -1 0.779 16 -1
BGR 1.384 26 0.454 26 0.308 28 2 0.588 27 1
HRV 1.616 25 0.531 25 0.410 26 1 0.612 26 1
CZE 2.371 19 0.779 19 0.687 15 -4 0.744 19 0
DNK 3.030 2 0.995 2 0.950 4 2 0.962 3 1
EST 2.837 7 0.932 7 0.848 11 4 0.866 8 1
FIN 2.868 6 0.942 6 0.965 3 -3 0.955 4 -2
FRA 2.629 13 0.864 13 0.877 8 -5 0.859 10 -3
DEU 2.682 11 0.881 11 0.715 14 3 0.798 14 3
GRC 1.206 28 0.396 28 0.390 27 -1 0.572 28 0
HUN 2.043 21 0.671 21 0.611 20 -1 0.691 21 0
ISL 2.483 18 0.816 18 0.881 7 -11 0.901 7 -11
IRL 2.819 8 0.926 8 0.669 17 9 0.792 15 7
ITA 1.350 27 0.443 27 0.564 22 -5 0.619 25 -2
LVA 2.320 20 0.762 20 0.557 23 3 0.700 20 0
LTU 2.601 15 0.854 15 0.593 21 6 0.749 17 2
LUX 2.627 14 0.863 14 0.863 10 -4 0.850 11 -3
NLD 2.956 5 0.971 5 0.926 6 1 0.909 6 1
NOR 3.003 4 0.986 4 0.935 5 1 0.913 5 1
POL 2.599 16 0.854 16 0.494 24 8 0.747 18 2
PRT 1.686 23 0.554 23 0.655 18 -5 0.691 22 -1
ROU 0.898 29 0.295 29 0.213 29 0 0.526 29 0
SVK 1.691 22 0.555 22 0.412 25 3 0.625 24 2
SVN 2.700 10 0.887 10 0.808 13 3 0.821 12 2
ESP 1.663 24 0.546 24 0.653 19 -5 0.684 23 -1
SWE 3.045 1 1.000 1 0.972 2 1 0.968 2 1
CHE 3.023 3 0.993 3 1.000 1 -2 1 1 -2
GBR 2.798 9 0.919 9 0.873 9 0 0.860 9 0
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We used the Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test for matched pairs to com-

pare the two distributions of results, corresponding to the DEA

model with equal pure weights (CIDabs) versus the DEA formula-

tion with equal virtual weights (CIDvir), and the null hypothesis is

rejected (p-value = 0.004). When the comparison is done between

the DEA model with equal pure weights (CIDabs) versus the formu-

lation with ARI restrictions (CIDARI), the null hypothesis is not

rejected (p-value = 0.905). The similarity between the average

CIDabs and CIDARI is remarkable (0.771 versus 0.779). Furthermore,

only two countries (Iceland and Ireland) have change their rank

by more than 3 positions between these two formulations (column

∆R2 in Table 3).

This similarity in the results of these two modelling alternatives

opens up the possibility of using DEA models with ARI weight

restrictions to progressively depart from fixed weighting to flexible

weighting systems. Our idea is to explore this possibility, taking

advantage of some of the DEA features that are very attractive for

performance management: the identification of peers and targets

as by-products of the performance assessment.

Next we provide the results of the DEA model with progressive

levels of flexibility allowed. The most restrictive case (σ = 1)

corresponds to ARI restrictions emulating fixed weights and the

least restrictive case (σ = 0) corresponds to the DEA model

without weight restrictions. Intermediate scenarios corresponding

to weighting systems with bounds progressively relaxed are shown

in Table 4; here the difference between the most and the least
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Table 4: Results for DEA model with different degrees of flexibility.

Cnt. CID1 RD1 CID0.9 RD0.9CI
D
0.5 RD0.5CI

D
0.1 RD0.1CI

D
0 RD0 ∆CI

AUT 0.818 13 0.843 12 0.922 15 0.985 19 1 1 0.182
BEL 0.779 16 0.809 16 0.921 16 0.983 20 0.995 21 0.216
BGR 0.588 27 0.624 27 0.768 27 0.913 28 0.937 28 0.349
HRV 0.612 26 0.646 26 0.798 26 0.976 21 1 1 0.388
CZE 0.744 19 0.772 18 0.893 18 1 1 1 1 0.256
DNK 0.962 3 0.979 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.038
EST 0.866 8 0.887 9 0.971 8 1 1 1 1 0.134
FIN 0.955 4 0.968 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.045
FRA 0.859 10 0.885 10 0.966 9 1 1 1 1 0.141
DEU 0.798 14 0.827 14 0.936 14 1 1 1 1 0.202
GRC 0.572 28 0.605 28 0.752 28 0.925 27 0.962 26 0.390
HUN 0.691 21 0.725 21 0.843 21 0.961 23 0.976 24 0.285
ISL 0.901 7 0.922 7 0.993 7 1 1 1 1 0.099
IRL 0.792 15 0.821 15 0.940 13 1 1 1 1 0.208
ITA 0.619 25 0.659 25 0.798 25 0.937 25 0.962 25 0.343
LVA 0.700 20 0.733 20 0.868 20 0.996 18 1 1 0.300
LTU 0.749 17 0.788 17 0.951 12 1 1 1 1 0.251
LUX 0.850 11 0.874 11 0.957 11 1 1 1 1 0.150
NLD 0.909 6 0.930 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.091
NOR 0.913 5 0.933 5 0.995 6 1 1 1 1 0.087
POL 0.747 18 0.772 19 0.886 19 1 1 1 1 0.253
PRT 0.691 22 0.723 22 0.832 23 0.927 26 0.950 27 0.259
ROU 0.526 29 0.565 29 0.711 29 0.864 29 0.893 29 0.367
SVK 0.625 24 0.662 24 0.819 24 0.968 22 0.984 22 0.359
SVN 0.821 12 0.842 13 0.920 17 0.998 17 1 1 0.179
ESP 0.684 23 0.721 23 0.841 22 0.959 24 0.983 23 0.299
SWE 0.968 2 0.982 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.032
CHE 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
GBR 0.860 9 0.887 8 0.964 10 1 1 1 1 0.140
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restrictive cases are defined as ∆CI = CID1 − CID0 .

Table 4 shows that the unrestricted DEA model (full weight

flexibility, σ = 0 and CID0 ) has limited discrimination power. More

than two-thirds of the countries (20 from 29 countries) obtain a

CI score equal to 1, which is an evidence of the weak capacity to

discriminate the performance of countries. The average of CID0 is

also very close to 1 (0.988). The discrimination power progressively

increases with the increase of σ, with only 16 countries obtaining

a CID0.1 score equal to 1 for σ = 0.10 (average 0.979), 5 countries

obtaining a CID0.5 equal to 1 and average 0.905 for σ = 0.50, and

only 1 country obtaining a CID0.9 score equal to 1 for σ = 0.90

(average 0.806) or σ = 1 (average 0.779). This highlights the

critical role of weight restrictions to increase discrimination in

performance assessments, particularly when the construction of

rankings is important for public dissemination of the results.

Furthermore, countries with good performance only on a small

subset of indicators will have CI sores that are more sensitive to

the imposition of weight restrictions. Therefore, a comparative

analysis of the results obtained for progressively stricter weight

restrictions also identifies the countries with a more balanced

profile regarding the multidimensional aspects of educational

achievements. For example, the last column of Table 4, reporting

the difference ∆CI between the CID0 score for σ = 0 (free weights)

and CID1 score for σ = 1 (equal weights), shows that Switzerland

is the country with the most stable CI score, meaning that it

can be considered a benchmark to other countries irrespectively
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Figure 1: Results of the robustness analysis.

of the restrictions imposed on weights. Other countries, such as

the Czech Republic or Lithuania, have a CI score equal to 1 in a

scenario of free weights, but lose their benchmark status when the

weight flexibility is reduced. This means that these countries may

need to go an extra mile to achieve well balanced performance

regarding all ET2020 strategic objectives.

Next, we explore the robustness of the countries CI scores in

relation to variations in the value of σ = 1. Figure 1 shows

the results of the countries’ performance for different values of

σ ranging between 0 and 1. Whiskers plot the median (circle),

the maximum and minimum value of the CI scores distribution

for each country. The countries are ordered in the x-axis by the

median values.

Switzerland, Finland, Sweden and Denmark are unarguably the

countries with the best education achievements. There are other

countries, such as Slovakia, Italy, Croatia, Bulgaria, Greece and
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Romania, whose relative performance is strongly influenced by the

degree of importance attributed to each sub-indicator. For these

six countries, represented on the right-hand side of Figure 2, the

range between the maximum and minimum CI scores obtained

for different values of σ is greater than 0.34. This suggests that

their efforts to converge towards the EU education and training

standards will be particularly demanding.

3.5 Use of the CI model to manage performance

For illustrative purposes, this section outlines the information

that can be used to guide performance improvements. First,

we identify the peers and target that are obtained using the CI

model with different values of σ. We also present the potential

for improvement at the system level and compare ET2020 targets

with the efficient targets estimated using optimization.

Concerning the peers and targets, we use the case of Portugal

as an illustrative example. Table 5 displays detailed information

about the peers that are obtained for Portugal for different values

of σ.

Using expression 5 and the values of λj for the peers reported

in Table 5, it is possible to specify targets for improvement for

inefficient countries, corresponding to a linear combination of

sub-indicator values observed in peers, using the λ values as the

coefficients of the aggregation. Table 6 illustrates the targets

obtained for the assessment of Portugal for σ = 0. For the case of
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Table 5: Peers underlying the performance evaluation of Portugal
for different values of σ.

λ values for the peers identified

Degree of
flexibility

DNK IRL GBR EST NLD CHE

σ = 0 0.2502 0.4890 0.2608 - - -
σ = 0.1 0.7919 - - 0.0002 0.2079 -
σ = 0.5 0.7842 - - - 0.2065 0.0093
σ = 0.9 - - - - - 1
σ = 1 - - - - - 1

Table 6: Targets for Portugal, estimated with σ = 0 (CID0 =
0.9503).

PRT DNK IRL GBR

Obs Target (R + NR) λ =
0.2502

λ =
0.4890

λ =
0.2608

Y1 86.3 91.9 (90.8 + 1.1) 92.2 93.2 89.2
Y2 31.9 50.7 (33.6 + 17.1) 47.6 53.8 47.9
Y3 93.6 98.5 (98.5 + 0) 98.5 97.7 100
Y4 72.2 80.9 (76.0 + 4.9) 81.7 77.9 85.7
Y5 9.7 15.1 (10.2 + 4.9) 31.3 6.5 15.7
Y6 80.5 84.7 (84.7 + 0) 85.2 86.5 80.9
Y7 8.8 9.3 (9.3 + 0) 8.4 9.2 10.2
Y8 45.1 80.6 (47.5 + 33.1) 84.0 81.1 79.7

Obs – observed values, R – radial adjustment, NR – non-radial
adjustment.
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the model with σ = 0, the targets are also decomposed in radial

(R) and non-radial (NR) adjustments.

For this example, we can see that Y3, Y6 and Y7 can improve

only by 5.2%, whereas for the other indicators the potential for

improvement is larger. In the case of indicators Y2 (“the percentage

of people aged 30-34 who have successfully completed tertiary

education”) and Y8 (“the percentage of people aged 25-64 who have

successfully completed at least upper secondary education”), the

potential for non-radial improvement is particularly significant,

meaning that these are the aspects in which Portugal shows worse

performance in comparison with its peers. Table 7 illustrates the

targets obtained for the assessment of Portugal for different levels

of weight flexibility.

For the model with complete flexibility (σ = 0), the targets dom-

inate the observed achievement in all dimensions (sub-indicators),

which does not occur for the fixed weight case (σ = 1), when the

weights are fixed, only one country can be used as peer, such that

if it has poor performance in one dimension (such as Y3 in the

case of Switzerland), the targets for inefficient countries may even

suggest a decline in performance in this dimension (as shown in

this example, with a target for Y3 corresponding 81.3, when the

observed level in Portugal is 93.6). This shows that the DEA

model with fixed weights (or equivalently the SAW model) may

be inadequate for target setting purposes.

In conclusion, a drawback of the fixed weighting system is that it

relies too much on a single observation. Conversely, an evaluation
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Table 7: Targets for Portugal, estimated for different values of σ.

σ = 0.1 σ = 0.5 σ = 0.9 ir σ = 1

Obs T R+NR T R+NR T R+NR

Y1 86.3 92.1 90.8+1.3 92.1 90.8+1.3 94.8 90.8+4
Y2 31.9 47.3 33.6+13.8 47.4 33.6+13.8 49.3 33.6+15.7
Y3 93.6 98.3 98.5-0.2 98.2 98.5-0.3 81.3 98.5-17.2
Y4 72.2 83.1 76+7.1 83.1 76+7.1 84.6 76+8.6
Y5 9.7 28.7 10.2+18.5 28.7 10.2+18.5 30.8 10.2+20.6
Y6 80.5 84.6 84.7-0,1 84.6 84.7-0.2 81.9 84.7-2.8
Y7 8.8 9.3 9.3+0 9.3 9.3+0 12.3 9.3+3
Y8 45.1 79.6 47.5+32.1 79.6 47.5+32.2 87.3 47.5+39.8

Obs – observed values, T – target, R – radial adjustment, NR –
non-radial adjustment.

with some degree of flexibility can be a balanced compromise,

enabling more insightful identification of peers and targets. The

imposition of weight restrictions reduces the set of peers that can

be used as benchmarks for all other countries, but each inefficient

country can choose a linear combination of some of these countries

to define its own targets. In this way, the targets are more aligned

with the countries’ own priorities than in the case of using a single

benchmark, identified using the fixed weights approach.

Regarding the conclusions of this study for policy purposes, we

highlight the following: first, there are some countries (Switzer-

land, Sweden, Denmark and Finland) that seem to be highly

efficient regardless of the degree of flexibility allowed with re-

spect to the importance of each sub-indicator. This core group
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is aligned with the previous finding of the education efficiency

measurement literature. Finland was considered a benchmark

by Clements [23], Sutherland et al. [53], Giambona et al. [33],

Thieme et al. [55]; Agasisti [6] and Bogetoft et al. [15]; Switzer-

land was found to be a benchmark by Agasisti [5, 6], and Sweden

by Afonso and St. Aubyn [4]. There are other countries (Slovakia,

Italy, Croatia, Bulgaria, Greece and Romania) whose performance

is strongly influenced by the degree of flexibility allowed to the

weights, signalling uneven performance in different dimensions

of education achievements. This suggests that their efforts to

converge towards the EU education and training standards will

be particularly demanding.

Countries with good performance only on a small subset of in-

dicators are more sensitive to the degree of weight restrictions

flexibility. For example, Switzerland is the country with the

most stable efficiency score, so it can be considered a benchmark

to other countries irrespectively of the restrictions imposed on

weights. Other countries (Czech Republic and Lithuania) are effi-

cient in a scenario of free weights, but lose their benchmark status

when the weight flexibility is reduced, meaning that they may

need to go an extra mile to achieve well balanced performance.

4 Analysis of data by means of PCA-DEA

The other way dealing with discrimination issue the dimension

reduction of sub-indicators before running DEA. Principal com-
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ponents analysis (PCA) could be employed where the original

number of indicators would be replaced by a smaller number

of principal components with a minimal loss of information [1].

We have applied the algorithm of PCA to the data. Since the

first four components explain about 89.42% of variance (PC1 –

46.16%, PC2 – 24.34%, PC3 – 11.66% and PC4 – 7.26%) they

are considered as representing the data sufficiently well.

Further we apply DEA for the projection of the original data to

the subspace defined by four eigenvectors computed by means of

PCA. For details we refer to [1] where an excellent description

of the algorithm is presented. The attention should be paid that

some elements of reduced data sets are negative which seem not

natural in the context of the original formulation of the DEA

problems. However, alternative DEA models have been developed

which are translation invariant [7, 13]. We will use the so-called

Additive Model which maintains translation invariance in the case

of the output data of analysis alone [7]. Since we consider the

output data only, the Additive Model is defined as the following

problem of linear programming:
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max zjO =

d∑
k=1

s+k , (11)

n∑
j=1

λj p̃kj = p̃kjO + s+k ,

n∑
j=1

λj = 1,

s+k ≥ 0.

where pkj , k = 1, . . . , d, j = 1, · · · , n – principal components,

p̃kj = pkj + q and q = −mink,j pkj + 1.

The solution of (11) zi is equal to the L1 (city block) distance from

the DMU to the efficiency frontier. Thus, for the efficient DMUs

zi = 0. Correspondingly, the non-zero distance is a measure of

inefficiency. The values of zi for all DMUs are summarized in

Table 8.

The distance from DMU to the efficiency frontier can be used

as a criterion for ranking the inefficient DMUs. The non-zero

slacks show the potential improvement quantities along direc-

tions of principal components. However, these potential efficiency

improvements do not have proper interpretation. To obtain estim-

ates of potential efficiency improvements with respect to original

criteria the slacks can be expressed in terms of original data using

loadings of principal components. However, this problem has
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Table 8: The distances to the efficiency frontier.

Cnt zi Cnt zi Cnt zi Cnt zi

PRT 0 CHE 0 LTU 13.1 DEU 29.9
ESP 0 SWE 0 FRA 13.7 ITA 34.3
GRC 0 FIN 0 LUX 14 HUN 45.1
ISL 0 EST 0 BEL 15.6 CZE 46.5
NOR 0 NLD 2.4 POL 19.4 HRV 53.9
IRL 0 GBR 4.6 LVA 25.7 SVK 69.2
DNK 0 SVN 11.6 AUT 28.7 BGR 72.4

ROU 79.8

no ambiguous solution. For example, the PCA coordinates of

vectors in the original space are obtained by linear projecting

where a “shadow effect” can emerge. The mutual distances of im-

ages can be better preserved using non-linear projecting methods,

e.g. Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) [64]. The attractive idea of

hybridization of DEA and MDS, however, is very new and still

not mature.

5 Methodology for effectiveness estimation

of education systems

The methodology for effectiveness estimation of education systems

was proposed according CI paradigm. The construction of a CI

consists of several stages. The latter includes the selection of
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Figure 2: Methodology for effectiveness estimation of education
systems with purpose to rank the countries.
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sub-indicators and the treatment of data, the application of a

normalization process (if needed), the specification of the weights

for the sub-indicators and the selection of the aggregation function.

The assignment of the weights and aggregation depend on the

purpose of the CI.

When the CI is constructed for the purpose of effectiveness as-

sessment (control) and countries’ ranking, one can use the fixed

weighting system (countries have the same set of weights). There-

fore one can develop the CI implementing (Figure 2): (1) SAW

model with equal weights, (2) DEA model with equal pure weights,

(3) DEA model with ARI weight restrictions and parameter σ = 1.

In all cases, linear aggregation is applied. The calculated CI,

irrespectively on the method chosen, will give identical countries’

ranking.

When the CI is constructed for the purpose is effectiveness man-

agement (improvement), one can use the flexible weighting system

(set of weights is different across DMUs). For the development

of the CI one can implement (Figure 3) DEA model with ARI

weight restrictions and parameter σ ∈ [0; 1). The selection value

of the parameter σ will depend on the data – as number of the

sub-indicators are similar to the number of DMU, the value of σ

should be larger to ensure sufficient discrimination power of the

DEA model.

If sub-indicators are disproportionately compared to the number

of DMUs, it is possible to reduce the data dimension before

running the DEA model. This can be implemented (Figure 3)
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Figure 3: Methodology for effectiveness estimation of education
systems with purpose to improve the countries’ education systems.
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applying (5) hybrid PCA-DEA model.

6 The main resuls and conclusions

The CIs have been accepted as a useful tool for conducting per-

formance assessment and construction of rankings in various fields,

but only a few CIs were constructed in the area of education and

the Lithuanian education system was not evaluated in this con-

text. The literature review on frontier-based efficiency studies

represents that only a small number of efficiency studies of the

education sector focused at country level (DMU is a country) as-

sessments. Furthermore, most studies were focused exclusively on

primary, secondary or tertiary education stages, without providing

an encompassing picture of the entire education system.

The ratio of sub-indicators (inputs m = 1 and outputs s = 8)

and DMUs (n = 29) is satisfied (n ≥ 3(̇m · s) and n ≥ 3(̇m +

s)) in the construction of CIs for the evaluation of European

countries’ education systems, but the discrimination power of

the DEA model is insufficient to compute the CIs and rank the

countries’ education systems. According to experimental research,

the maximum number of outputs can be s = 3 or the ratio

of sub-indicators and DMUs is maintained (n ≥ 6(̇m + s) or

n ≥ 8(̇m·s)); only then provides the DEA model with sufficient the

discrimination power to rank the European countries’ education

systems.
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The unrestricted DEA model showed limited discrimination power

in this study – more than two-thirds of the countries are Pareto

optimal (in 2013 – 18 countries, 2014 and 2015 – 20 countries out

of the 29 countries) and their CIs are equal to 1. Moreover using

the unrestricted DEA model to construct CI, a large number of

the weights are equal to 0, so these sub-indicators are ignored in

the estimation of the CI score (sub-indicators to be assigned a

zero weight are not included in the CI). An important procedure

to increase the discrimination power of the model and to avoid the

occurrence of weights equal to zero is the use of weight restrictions.

The SAW model with equal weights imposed on normalised data

gives exactly the same ranking as the DEA model with equal pure

weights imposed on normalised data (RSabs = RDabs). This confirms

the possibility of using DEA models for constructing CIs as an

alternative to the traditional SAW model. In the case of the DEA

model the weights have not been decided a-priori and it is possible

to specify weights for each sub-indicator that are different across

DMU, can be used data measured in different scales (avoiding the

need to normalise data), the CI score provides a relative measure

of performance that facilities the interpretation of the results of

the assessment; peers and targets are also sought, contributing to

a more informed design of policies to improve performance.

Further the Spearman correlation coefficient between the ranks

of the DEA model with equal pure weights and the DEA model

with ARI restrictions is 0.942, the difference of medians is 0 (the

Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test for matched pairs the null hypothesis
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is not rejected, p-value = 0.905) and the similarity between the

average is remarkable (0.771 versus 0.779). This similarity in the

results of these two modelling alternatives opens up the possibility

of using DEA models with ARI weight restrictions to progressively

depart from fixed weighting to flexible weighting systems.

The main contribution of this study is the development of a

new type of weight restriction that gradually allows departing

from fixed to flexible weighting systems, enhances discrimination

power and avoids the occurrence of zero weights in the DEA

framework. The weight flexibility was implemented through the

new parameter σ ∈ [0; 1]. When the parameter σ = 1, the DEA

model corresponds to a formulation with equal weights for all

dimensions (representing a fixed weights scenario). When the

parameter σ = 0, the least restrictive case corresponds to the

DEA model without weight restrictions. Intermediate scenarios

can be obtained using other values of σ ∈ (0; 1).

The DEA model with fixed weights may be inadequate for tar-

get setting purposes. The main drawback of the fixed weighting

system is that it relies too much in a single observation, so an

evaluation with some degree of flexibility can be a balanced com-

promise, enabling a more insightful identification of peers and

targets. The imposition of flexible weight restrictions reduces the

set of peers that can be used as benchmarks, but each inefficient

country can choose a linear combination of some of these countries

to define its own targets. In this way, the targets are more aligned

with the countries’ own priorities than in the case of using a single
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benchmark identified using the fixed weights approach. As is

shown in this study the DEA model can be a useful tool for fine

tuning the EU strategy, based on the current level of achievements

observed in the EU countries.

The use of PCA-DEA approach for performance assessment has

been investigated in this study (only two studies in academic

literature have used this approach for education data). The

discrimination power of the DEA model has increased – instead

of two-thirds of efficient countries, one-third of the countries’

education systems has been as Pareto optimal (8 instead of 18

countries in 2013, 10 instead of 20 countries in 2014 and 2015),

but this is not enough for ranking the EU countries. According

to all this research, the methodology for performance evaluation

of education systems was proposed.

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:

1. The ratio of sub-indicators and DMUs is satisfied in the

construction of CIs for the evaluation of European countries’

education systems, but the discrimination power of the

DEA model is insufficient to compute the CIs and rank

the countries’ education systems. Moreover a large number

of the weights are equal to 0, so these sub-indicators are

ignored in the estimation of the CI score. For obtaining a

higher discrimination power and non-zero weights, weight

restrictions should be applied in the DEA model.

2. The SAW model with equal weights gives exactly the same
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ranking as the DEA model with equal weights. This confirms

the possibility of using DEA models for constructing CIs as

an alternative to the traditional SAW model.

3. The similarity between the DEA model with equal pure

weights and the DEA model with ARI restrictions opens

up the possibility of using DEA models with ARI weight

restrictions to transition from fixed to flexible weighting

systems.

4. The DEA model with ARI weight restrictions and the new

flexibility parameter σ ∈ [0; 1] allows gradual transition from

fixed to flexible weighting systems. The model solves the

problem of insufficient discrimination of the DEA model,

insures the inclusion of all sub-indicators in the CI and

provides additional information that may be used to improve

system performance.

5. Despite the fact that the hybrid PCA-DEA model has a

higher discrimination power than the unrestricted DEA

model when assessing the European countries’ education

systems, it has remained insufficient to perform ranking of

the countries analysed.
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Duomenu
↪
apgaubties metodas švietimo sistemu

↪

efektyvumo analizėje

Santrauka

Tyrimo objektas

Švietimas yra daugialypė kompleksinė sistema, kuri ↪a sudaro

i↪vairaus dydžio ir sudėtingumo posistemiai (ikimokyklinis ug-

dymas, bendrasis ugdymas, profesinis rengimas, aukštasis mok-

slas, suaugusiu↪ju↪ mokymasis ir kt.), o švietimo būkl ↪e nusako ir

rezultatus lemia daug skirtingu↪ veiksniu↪. Sistemos kompleksǐsku-

mas kuria erdv ↪e i↪vairaus tipo uždaviniams, ypač kai reikia atlikti

švietimo sistemos vertinim ↪a ir skirtingu↪ šaliu↪ sistemu↪ palygin-

im ↪a. I↪vairiu↪ šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ palyginimas yra sudėtingas

daugiakriterinis optimizavimo uždavinys.

Kai analizuojama kompleksinė sistema ir pavieniu↪ rodikliu↪ an-

alizė yra ribota, i↪prasta skaičiuoti sudėtinius rodiklius, siekiant

apibendrinus individualius rodiklius gauti vien ↪a agreguot ↪a rodikli↪,

nusakanti↪ visos sistemos būkl ↪e. Paprasčiausias būdas agreguoti

rodiklius – paprastasis adityvusis svorinis metodas (SAW, angl.

Simple Additive Weighting), kai naudojami vienodi svoriai. Tačiau

dėl skirtingos aplinkos ir s ↪alygu↪ Europos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪
būklė ir pasiekimai yra nevienodi, todėl vertinti ju↪ remiantis vien-

odais kriterijais nėra tikslinga. Be to, kaip pažymėjo Silva ir kt.

(2017) [49], sistemos efektyvumo vertinimas absoliučiais skaičiais
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dažniausiai nėra toks vertingas kaip palyginimas su kitomis sistem-

omis – gerosios praktikos pavyzdžiu↪ pateikimas gali tapti sistemu↪
tobulinimo pagrindu. Šio darbo pagrindinis objektas – duomenu↪
apgaubties analizė (DEA, angl. Data Envelopment Analysis) ir jos

taikymas 29 Europos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ efektyvumui vertinti,

naudojant 2013–2015 m. Eurostato ir EBPO duomenis.

Darbo aktualumas

Dėl švietimo sistemos kompleksǐskumo ir sudėtingumo mokslinėje

literatūroje tik nedaugelyje tyrimu↪ atliekama šalies lygmens an-

alizė (sprendimu↪ priėmimo vienetas – šalis), tačiau mokyklos

lygmens analizė yra plačiai tiriama tema [59]. Gali būti ǐsskirta

keletas švietimo efektyvumo tyrimu↪ ([3–6, 23, 34, 36, 51, 53, 55]),

kuriuose yra atlikta šalies lygmens analizė, tačiau šiuose tyrimuose

analizuojama ne visa šalies švietimo sistema, o jos posistemiai

(pradinis, pagrindinis ar vidurinis ugdymas, aukštasis mokslas).

Atskiru↪ švietimo posistemiu↪ analizė neatspindi visos švietimo sis-

temos, tik atlikus visu↪ švietimo posistemiu↪ analiz ↪e, galima vertinti

šalies švietimo sistemos būkl ↪e. Turimomis žiniomis, tik Bogetoft ir

kt. (2015) [15] analizavo švietimo sistemu↪ kaip visumos (pradinio,

pagrindinio ir vidurinio ugdymo bei aukštojo mokslo) efektyvum ↪a

ir palygino skirtingu↪ šaliu↪ duomenis. Galima teigti, kad švietimo

sistemos (kaip visumos) analizė yra mažai nagrinėta moksliniu↪
tyrimu↪ sritis.

Pastaraisiais metais rodikliams agreguoti vis dažniau naudojamas

DEA metodas [18, 22, 37, 42, 43, 61, 62], kuri↪ taikant atliekamas

lanksčiu↪ju↪ svoriu↪ priskyrimas rodikliams. Tačiau dėl lengvo pri-
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taikomumo ir skaidrumo nepamirštamas ir SAW metodas, pagal

kuri↪ atliekamas fiksuotu↪ju↪ svoriu↪ priskyrimas rodikliams. Vi dėlto

mokslinėje literatūroje nėra aprašyto laipsnǐsko perėjimo nuo

fiksuotu↪ju↪ svoriu↪ priskyrimo prie lanksčiu↪ju↪, t. y. šie metodai

nėra susieti.

Lankstumas parenkant svorius yra vienas ǐs pagrindiniu↪ DEA

metodo privalumu↪, tačiau, esant gana dideliam rodikliu↪ skaičiui ir

palyginti mažam vertinamu↪ šaliu↪ skaičiui, kai kuriems rodikliams

gali būti priskirti nuliniai svoriai ir DEA skiriamoji geba (angl.

discrimination power) sumažėja, todėl didelė dalis šaliu↪ švietimo

sistemu↪ gali būti i↪vertintos kaip efektyviai veikiančios [41], o tai

yra nepageidaujama, sprendžiant šaliu↪ rangavimo uždavinius.

Mokslinėje literatūroje [12, 16, 29, 30, 50] yra aprašytos vertinamu↪
rodikliu↪ ir sprendimu↪ priėmimo vienetu↪ (DMU, angl. Decision

Making Unit) skaičiaus santykio proporcijos, kurios turėtu↪ būti

ǐslaikytos taikant DEA metod ↪a, kai analizuojamas sunaudotu↪
ǐstekliu↪ pavertimas rezultatais, tačiau mokslinėje literatūroje nėra

aprašyta vertinamu↪ rodikliu↪ ir DMU skaičiaus santykio propor-

cijos, kai skaičiuojamas sudėtinis rodiklis ir atliekamas DMU

rangavimas. Šio tipo uždaviniams, kai turimi tik rezultatu↪ rodik-

liai, o ǐstekliu↪ rodikliai yra fiktyvūs, būtina maksimali modelio

skiriamoji geba, kad būtu↪ galima atlikti šaliu↪ rangavim ↪a.

Siekiant atlikti efektyviai veikiančiu↪ sistemu↪ šaliu↪ rangavim ↪a, i↪
DEA modeli↪ gali būti i↪traukiamos papildomos prielaidos. Mok-

slinėje literatūroje [28, 30, 48, 54, 56, 57, 60, 62] dažniausiai

pasitaikanti DEA modelio modifikacija, didinanti skiriam ↪aj ↪a geb ↪a,
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– svoriu↪ apribojimu↪ i↪traukimas. Turimomis žiniomis, kol kas nėra

pasiūlyta dalinio svoriu↪ lankstumo ǐsraǐska, leidžianti palaipsniui

pereiti nuo fiksuotu↪ju↪ prie lanksčiu↪ju↪ svoriu↪ priskyrimo DEA mod-

elyje ir užtikrinanti pakankam ↪a DEA modelio skiriam ↪aj ↪a gali ↪a bei

visu↪ rodikliu↪ i↪traukim ↪a i↪ modeli↪.

Kai turimu↪ rodikliu↪ skaičius, lyginant su vertinamu↪ DMU skaiči-

umi, stipriai ǐsaugs, patraukli alternatyva, padedanti spr ↪esti DEA

modelio skiriamosios galios problem ↪a, bus duomenu↪ dimensijos

mažinimas prieš atliekant DEA. Darbuose [1, 2, 58] pagri↪sta idėja

sujungti PCA ir DEA yra gana retai taikoma (rasta vos keliolika

moksliniu↪ darbu↪), atliekant empirinius tyrimus aviacijos [1], gamy-

bos [11, 46], logistikos [9, 20, 38], ekologijos [40, 44], žemdirbystės

[27], finansu↪ [39] ir sveikatos apsaugos [10] srityse. Turimomis

žiniomis, yra tik vienas darbas, kuriame PCA-DEA modelis taiko-

mas švietimo duomenims, tai pradinis Adler ir Golany [2] tyrimas,

kuriame buvo vertinami septyniu↪ universitetu↪ padaliniu↪ veiklos

rezultatai.

Darbo tikslas ir uždaviniai

Darbo tikslas – pasiūlyti švietimo sistemu↪ efektyvumo vertinimo

metodik ↪a, paremt ↪a duomenu↪ apgaubties analize.

Tikslui pasiekti sprendžiami šie uždaviniai:

1. Atlikti švietimo sistemu↪ efektyvumo vertinimo tyrimu↪ analiz ↪e,

ǐsskirtini↪ dėmesi↪ skiriant darbams, kuriuose atliekama šalies

lygmens analizė.
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2. Taikant sudėtiniu↪ rodikliu↪ metodik ↪a, agreguoti atrinktus

švietimo sistemos vertinimo rodiklius.

3. Pritaikyti DEA modeli↪ visos švietimo sistemos efektyvumui

vertinti ir šalies lygmens analizei atlikti.

4. Pasiūlyti DEA modelio modifikacij ↪a, kaip laipsnǐskai pereiti

nuo fiksuotu↪ju↪ prie lanksčiu↪ju↪ svoriu↪.

5. I↪vertinti duomenu↪ dimensijos mažinimo metodo tinkamum ↪a

pakankamai DEA modelio skiriamajai galiai užtikrinti.

6. Remiantis atliktais tyrimais, pasiūlyti švietimo sistemu↪ vertin-

imo metodik ↪a.

Mokslinis darbo naujumas

Sudėtiniu↪ rodikliu↪ skaičiavimas yra dažnai naudojamas, siekiant

kiekybǐskai i↪vertinti socialinius ir ekonominius reǐskinius, tačiau

pasaulyje švietimo procesams i↪vertinti buvo skaičiuojami vos keli

sudėtiniai rodikliai. Lietuvos švietimo sistema šiame kontekste

nebuvo vertinta nei vien ↪a kart ↪a. Šiame darbe sukurtas naujas

sudėtinis rodiklis Europos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ efektyvumui

vertinti, taikant DEA metodik ↪a, analizuojant vis ↪a švietimo sis-

tem ↪a, o ne atskirus jos posistemius, ir atliekant šalies lygmens anal-

iz ↪e. Skaičiuojant Europos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ sudėtinius rodik-

lius, parodyta, kad mokslinėje literatūroje pateiktos rodikliu↪ ir

vertinamu↪ šaliu↪ skaičiaus santykio proporcijos yra nepakankamos,

kai skaičiuojamas sudėtinis rodiklis, skirtas šaliu↪ rangavimui at-

likti.

Mokslinėje literatūroje iki šiol nebuvo analizuotas perėjimas nuo

fiksuotu↪ju↪ prie lanksčiu↪ju↪ svoriu↪, skaičiuojant sudėtini↪ rodikli↪. Šio
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darbo naujumas informatikos mokslu↪ srityje – ǐstirtas laipsnǐskas

perėjimas ir pasiūlytas DEA metodo taikymas kartu su nauja

svoriu↪ apribojimu↪ formuluote, kuri ↪a taikant ǐssprendžiama DEA

modelio nepakankamos skiriamosios gebos problema, užtikrinamas

visu↪ rodikliu↪ i↪traukimas i↪ skaičiuojam ↪a sudėtini↪ rodikli↪ ir gaunama

papildoma informacija, kuri gali būti naudojama sistemos veiklai

gerinti. Taip pat buvo empirǐskai ǐstirtas vos vien ↪a kart ↪a švietimo

duomenu↪ analizėje taikytas hibridinio PCA-DEA modelio, kaip

alternatyvos svoriu↪ apribojimams, naudojimas švietimo sistemu↪
efektyvumui vertinti.

Praktinis šio darbo naujumas – sukurtas naujas sudėtinis rodiklis

Europos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ efektyvumui vertinti ir pasiūlyta

metodika švietimo sistemu↪ efektyvumui analizuoti. Šis darbas

yra svarbus ne tik dėl švietimo tyrimu↪ teorijos plėtojimo, bet

ir dėl praktinio pritaikomumo. Per pastar ↪aji↪ dešimtmeti↪ buvo

i↪gyvendintos naujos Europos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ plėtros strategi-

jos ir ES patvirtino tikslus, kurie turėtu↪ būti pasiekti iki 2020

m. penkiose srityse, tarp kuriu↪ yra ir švietimas. Remiantis šiame

darbe pasiūlyta švietimo sistemu↪ efektyvumo vertinimo metodika,

atsižvelgiant i↪ ET2020 tikslus, galima i↪vertinti Europos šaliu↪ švi-

etimo strategiju↪ i↪gyvendinimo sėkm ↪e ir nustatyti analizuojamu↪
šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ tobulintinas sritis. Be to, pasiūlyta met-

odika gali būti priemonė nustatant siektinus tikslus ateityje ne

tik švietimo, bet ir kitose srityse.

Ginamieji teiginiai:
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1. Švietimo sistemu↪ efektyvumo vertinimas ir sudėtiniu↪ rodikliu↪
skaičiavimas turėtu↪ būti atliekamas taikant DEA metod ↪a

vietoje tradicinio SAW metodo.

2. Kai rodikliu↪ skaičius yra neproporcingas vertinamu↪ šaliu↪
skaičiui, būtina i↪ DEA modeli↪ i↪traukti svoriu↪ apribojimus.

3. Sudėtiniam rodikliui skaičiuoti gali būti naudojamas DEA

modelis su ARI svoriu↪ apribojimais ir realizuojamas perėjimas

nuo fiksuotu↪ju↪ prie lanksčiu↪ju↪ svoriu↪.

4. Taikant DEA modeli↪ su ARI tipo svoriu↪ apribojimais ir

naujai pasiūlytu laisvumo parametru σ ∈ [0; 1] galima

laipsnǐskai pereiti nuo fiksuotu↪ju↪ prie lanksčiu↪ju↪ svoriu↪.

5. Hibridinio PCA-DEA modelio, kaip alternatyvos svoriu↪ apri-

bojimams, skiriamoji geba yra didesnė nei DEA modelio,

vertinant Europos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ efektyvum ↪a.

Disertacijos struktūra

Disertacij ↪a sudaro 7 skyriai, literatūros s ↪arašas ir priedai. Diser-

tacijos skyriai: I↪vadas, Sudėtinis rodiklis švietimo sistemu↪ efek-

tyvumui vertinti, DEA metodas efektyvumui vertinti, Svoriu↪ apri-

bojimai DEA modelyje, Duomenu↪ dimensijos mažinimas prieš

taikant DEA modeli↪, Švietimo sistemu↪ efektyvumo vertinimo met-

odika ir Pagrindiniai rezultatai ir ǐsvados.

Pirmajame skyriuje aprašomas tyrimo objektas, darbo aktualumas

ir mokslinis naujumas, bei pristatomi darbo tikslai, uždaviniai ir gi-

namieji teiginiai. Antrajame skyriuje aptariama švietimo sistemu↪
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efektyvumo vertinimo svarba, pasiūloma skaičiuoti sudėtini↪ rodikli↪
Europos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ efektyvumui vertinti ir suskaiči-

uojamas sudėtinis rodiklis, taikant fiksuotu↪ju↪ svoriu↪ metod ↪a.

Trečiajame skyriuje pereinama prie lanksčiu↪ju↪ svoriu↪ metodo

taikymo indeksams skaičiuoti: pristatoma tyrimu↪ apžvalga (DEA

metodo taikymas ir lyginamoji analizė švietimo srityje) ir DEA

metodas efektyvumui vertinti bei atliekama Europos šaliu↪ švietimo

sistemu↪ efektyvumo analizė, taikant DEA modeli↪, bei aptariama

šio modelio problematika. Ketvirtajame skyriuje pristatoma pir-

moji alternatyva pakankamam DEA modelio skiriamosios galios

užtikrinimui – svoriu↪ apribojimu↪ i↪traukimas i↪ DEA modeli↪, atlieka-

mas fiksuotu↪ju↪ svoriu↪ realizavimas DEA modelyje ir pasiūlomas

naujos rūšies ribojimas, kuri↪ taikant DEA modelyje galima palaips-

niui pereiti nuo fiksuotu↪ju↪ svoriu↪ prie lanksčiu↪ju↪, bei detaliai par-

odoma, kokia informacija gali būti gauta neefektyviai veikiančiu↪
šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ gerinimui. Penktajame skyriuje pristatoma

antroji alternatyva pakankamai DEA modelio skiriamajai ge-

bai užtikrinti – duomenu↪ dimensijos mažinimas prieš taikant

DEA modeli↪. Šeštajame skyriuje, remiantis atliktais tyrimais,

pasiūloma švietimo sistemu↪ vertinimo metodika. Paskutiniame

skyriuje pateikiamos bendrosios darbo ǐsvados.

Pagrindiniai rezultatai ir ǐsvados

Nepaisant to, kad sudėtiniu↪ rodikliu↪ skaičiavimas mokslinėje

literatūroje dažnai naudojamas socialiniams ir ekonominiams

reǐskiniams kiekybǐskai vertinti, švietimo procesams vertinti ir

stebėti pasaulyje, buvo skaičiuoti vos keli sudėtiniai rodikliai, o
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Lietuvos švietimo sistema šiame kontekste nebuvo vertinta nė vi-

en ↪a kart ↪a. Atlikus švietimo sistemu↪ efektyvumo vertinimo tyrimu↪
analiz ↪e, nustatyta, kad tik nedidelė dalis tyrimu↪ atliekama šalies

lygmeniu (kai DMU yra šalis), be to, dauguma tyrimu↪ yra ori-

entuoti tik i↪ pradini↪ ugdym ↪a, vidurini↪ ugdym ↪a ar aukšt ↪aji↪ moksl ↪a,

o ne i↪ visos švietimo sistemos efektyvumo vertinim ↪a. Šiame darbe

sukurtas naujas sudėtinis rodiklis Europos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪
efektyvumui vertinti, analizuojant vis ↪a švietimo sistem ↪a, o ne

atskirus jos posistemius, ir atliekant šalies lygmens analiz ↪e.

Skaičiuojant Europos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ sudėtinius rodiklius,

formaliai yra tenkinamos mokslinėje literatūroje pateiktos rodikliu↪
(nagrinėjamu atveju ǐstekliu↪ rodikliu↪ m = 1 ir rezultatu↪ rodikliu↪
s = 8) ir vertinamu↪ DMU (nagrinėjamu atveju n = 29) skaičiaus

santykio proporcijos (n ≥ 3(̇m · s) ir n ≥ 3(̇m+ s)), tačiau DEA

modelio skiriamoji geba yra nepakankama sudėtiniam rodikliui

skaičiuoti ir šaliu↪ švietimo sistemoms ranguoti, t. y. atlikus

eksperimentini↪ tyrim ↪a gauta, kad daugiau nei dvieju↪ trečdaliu↪
šaliu↪ švietimo sistemos yra Pareto optimalios (2013 m. – 18

šaliu↪, 2014 ir 2015 m. – 20 šaliu↪ ǐs 29 analizuojamu↪ šaliu↪) ir ju↪
sudėtiniai rodikliai yra lygūs vienetui. Atlikus eksperimentini↪
tyrim ↪a, buvo nustatyta, kad skaičiuojant Europos šaliu↪ švietimo

sistemu↪ efektyvum ↪a, kai n = 29, maksimalus rezultatu↪ rodikliu↪
skaičius gali būti s = 3 arba ǐslaikoma rodikliu↪ ir vertinamu↪ šaliu↪
skaičiaus santykio proporcijos (n ≥ 6(̇m+ s) arba n ≥ 8(̇m · s)),
tik tada užtikrinama pakankama DEA modelio skiriamoji geba

Europos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ rangavimui atlikti.
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Kadangi DEA modelio skiriamoji geba yra nepakankama, spren-

džiant Europos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ efektyvumo vertinimo

uždavini↪. Be to, taikant DEA modeli↪ sudėtiniams rodikliams

skaičiuoti, gauta, kad didelė dalis svoriu↪ yra lygūs nuliui, vad-

inasi, dalis rodikliu↪ yra ignoruojami skaičiuojant sudėtini↪ rodikli↪,

t. y. tie rodikliai, kuriu↪ svoriai yra lygūs nuliui, nėra i↪traukiami

i↪ sudėtinio rodiklio skaičiavim ↪a. Siekiant ǐsspr ↪esti DEA mod-

elio nepakankamos skiriamosios gebos problem ↪a ir užtikrinti visu↪
rodikliu↪ i↪traukim ↪a i↪ sudėtini↪ rodikli↪, būtina i↪ DEA modeli↪ i↪traukti

svoriu↪ apribojimus.

Siekiant ǐsskirti Pareto optimaliu↪ šaliu↪ švietimo sistemas ir Euro-

pos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ efektyvum ↪a vertinti pagal visu↪ atrinktu↪
rezultatu↪ rodiklius (s = 8), i↪ DEA modeli↪ buvo i↪traukti svoriu↪
apribojimai ir gauta, kad, SAW modeliui su vienodais absoli-

učiaisiais svoriais naudojant normalizuotus duomenis, rezultatas

(šaliu↪ rangai) yra lygiai toks pat kaip DEA modelio su vienodais

absoliučiaisiais svoriais, naudojant normalizuotus duomenis. Re-

miantis gautais rezultatais, galima patvirtinti galimyb ↪e naudoti

DEA modeli↪ sudėtiniam rodikliui skaičiuoti kaip alternatyv ↪a tradi-

ciniam SAW modeliui. Taikant DEA modeli↪ nebūtina ǐs anksto

žinoti rodikliu↪ svoriu↪ (jie suskaičiuojami ǐs duomenu↪), vertinamu↪
šaliu↪ svoriai gali skirtis (atsižvelgiama i↪ šalies kontekst ↪a), nėra

būtina normalizuoti duomenis, be to, gaunamas ne tik šaliu↪ švie-

timo sistemu↪ rangavimas, bet ir papildoma informacija, kuri gali

būti naudojama vertinamu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ veiklai tobulinti.

Kadangi visiems rodikliams taikant vienodus absoliučiuosius svorius
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DEA modelis praranda savo privalumus, buvo pereita prie ARI

tipo svoriu↪ apribojimu↪. Atlikus empirini↪ tyrim ↪a, gauta, kad taik-

ant DEA modeli↪ su vienodais absoliučiaisiais svoriais ir DEA

modeli↪ su ARI tipo svoriu↪ apribojimais, nepriklausančiais nuo

DMU, suskaičiuoti sudėtiniai rodikliai stipriai koreliuoja (koreliaci-

jos koeficientas lygus 0,942), vidurkiai yra panašūs (0,771 ir 0,779),

o medianu↪ skirtumas lygus nuliui (taikant Vilkoksono ženklu↪ test ↪a

priklausomoms imtims nulinė hipotezė nėra atmetama, p reikšmė

= 0,905), todėl galima pereiti prie DEA modelio su ARI svoriu↪
apribojimais ir realizuoti perėjim ↪a nuo fiksuotu↪ju↪ prie lanksčiu↪ju↪
svoriu↪ (toks perėjimas mokslinėje literatūroje iki šiol nebuvo an-

alizuotas).

Šiame darbe pasiūlyta nauja svoriu↪ apribojimu↪ formuluotė, kuri ↪a

taikant kartu su DEA modeliu yra realizuojamas laipsnǐskas

perėjimas nuo fiksuotu↪ju↪ prie lanksčiu↪ju↪ svoriu↪, ǐssprendžiama

DEA modelio nepakankamos skiriamosios gebos problema ir užtikri-

namas visu↪ rodikliu↪ i↪traukimas i↪ skaičiuojam ↪a sudėtini↪ rodikli↪.

Laipsnǐskam perėjimui nuo fiksuotu↪ju↪ prie lanksčiu↪ju↪ svoriu↪ real-

izuoti buvo pasiūlyta nauja svorio lankstumo ǐsraǐska, kur lais-

vumo parametras σ kinta intervale [0; 1], kai σ = 1, turime 100

proc. fiksuotuosius svorius, kai σ = 0, gauname DEA modeli↪ be

svoriu↪ apribojimu↪ (100 proc. lankstieji svoriai), kuo σ mažesnis,

tuo turime didesni↪ svoriu↪ apribojimu↪ lankstum ↪a. Darbe empir-

ǐskai pademonstruota, kad DEA modelio geba ǐsskirti šalis didėja,

didėjant laisvumo parametrui σ.

Darbe parodyta, kad taikant dalini↪ svoriu↪ lankstum ↪a, gali būti
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pasiektas kompromisas, nustatant šalims artimiausius kaimynus

ir siektinus tikslus, t. y. efektyviai veikiančios šalys (artimiausios

kaimynės), kuriu↪ rodikliu↪ reikšmės yra mažesnės nei neefektyviai

veikiančios šalies, gali būti atmestos, sudarant neefektyviai veiki-

ančios šalies siektinus tikslus. Tokiu atveju, esant daliniam svoriu↪
lankstumui, atsižvelgiama i↪ neefektyviai veikiančios šalies kontek-

st ↪a ir nustatomos būtent tai šaliai artimiausios kaimynės, o ne

viena šalis visoms neefektyviai veikiančioms šalims, kaip nutinka,

esant fiksuotiesiems svoriams. Be to, analizuojant švietimo sis-

temos rodiklius kaip šaliu↪ vidurki↪, DEA modelis gali būti naudinga

priemonė ES strategijai kurti ir siektiniems tikslams nustatyti,

remiantis esamu šaliu↪ pasiekimu↪ lygiu.

Ištyrus hibridinio PCA-DEA modelio (iki šiol buvo taikytas tik

viename tyrime švietimo duomenims), kaip alternatyvos DEA

modelio svoriu↪ apribojimams, tinkamum ↪a Europos šaliu↪ švietimo

sistemu↪ efektyvumui vertinti, gauta, kad skiriamoji DEA modelio

geba padidėjo – vietoj dvieju↪ trečdaliu↪ efektyviai veikiančiu↪ šaliu↪
gauta, kad trečdalio šaliu↪ švietimo sistemos yra Pareto optimalios

sistemos (2013 m. vietoj efektyviai veikiančiu↪ 18 šaliu↪ gauta 8

efektyviai veikiančios šalys, 2014 m. vietoj 20 šaliu↪ – 10 šaliu↪,

2015 m. vietoj 20 šaliu↪ – 11 šaliu↪), tačiau ǐsliko nepakankama

analizuojamu↪ Europos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ rangavimui atlikti.

Remiantis atliktais tyrimais, buvo pasiūlyta švietimo sistemu↪
vertinimo metodika.

Iš atliktu
↪
tyrimu

↪
galima daryti šias ǐsvadas:
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1. Skaičiuojant Europos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪ sudėtinius rodik-

lius, taikant DEA modeli↪, yra tenkinamos mokslinėje lit-

eratūroje pateiktos rodikliu↪ ir vertinamu↪ DMU skaičiaus

santykio proporcijos, tačiau DEA modelio skiriamoji geba

yra nepakankama sudėtiniam rodikliui skaičiuoti ir šaliu↪
švietimo sistemoms ranguoti. Be to, daliai rodikliu↪ yra

priskiriami nuliniai svoriai, todėl šie rodikliai nėra i↪traukiami

i↪ sudėtinio rodiklio skaičiavim ↪a. Siekiant ǐsskirti Pareto

optimaliu↪ šaliu↪ švietimo sistemas ir Europos šaliu↪ švietimo

sistemu↪ efektyvum ↪a vertinti, atsižvelgiant i↪ visus rodiklius,

i↪ DEA modeli↪ turi būti i↪traukti svoriu↪ apribojimai.

2. Gautas rezultatas (šaliu↪ rangai) yra identǐskas, taikant SAW

modeli↪ su vienodais absoliučiaisiais svoriais ir DEA modeli↪
su vienodais absoliučiaisiais svoriais, todėl galima patvirtinti

galimyb ↪e naudoti DEA modeli↪ sudėtiniam rodikliui skaiči-

uoti kaip alternatyv ↪a tradiciniam SAW modeliui.

3. Taikant DEA modeli↪ su vienodais absoliučiaisiais svoriais

ir DEA modeli↪ su ARI tipo svoriu↪ apribojimais, neprik-

lausančiais nuo DMU, suskaičiuoti sudėtiniai rodikliai yra

labai panašūs, todėl galima teigti, kad sudėtiniam rodikliui

skaičiuoti gali būti naudojamas DEA modelis su ARI svoriu↪
apribojimais ir realizuojamas perėjimas nuo fiksuotu↪ju↪ prie

lanksčiu↪ju↪ svoriu↪.

4. Taikant DEA modeli↪ su ARI tipo svoriu↪ apribojimais ir

naujai pasiūlytu laisvumo parametru σ ∈ [0; 1] galima

laipsnǐskai pereiti nuo fiksuotu↪ju↪ prie lanksčiu↪ju↪ svoriu↪, ǐss-
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Santrauka

prendžiama DEA modelio nepakankamos skiriamosios gebos

problema, užtikrinamas visu↪ rodikliu↪ i↪traukimas i↪ skaičiuo-

jam ↪a sudėtini↪ rodikli↪ ir gaunama papildoma informacija,

kuri gali būti naudojama švietimo sistemai tobulinti.

5. Nepaisant to, kad hibridinio PCA-DEA modelio, kaip al-

ternatyvos svoriu↪ apribojimams, skiriamoji geba yra didesnė

nei DEA modelio, vertinant Europos šaliu↪ švietimo sistemu↪
efektyvum ↪a, tačiau ji ǐsliko nepakankama analizuojamu↪ šaliu↪
rangavimui atlikti.
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